Postnatal development- and age-related changes in DNA-methylation patterns in the human genome
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ABSTRACT

Alterations in DNA methylation have been reported to occur during development and aging; however, much remains to be learned regarding post-natal and age-associated epigenome dynamics, and few if any investigations have compared human methylome patterns on a whole genome basis in cells from newborns and adults. The aim of this study was to reveal genomic regions with distinct structure and sequence characteristics that render them subject to dynamic post-natal developmental remodeling or age-related dysregulation of epigenome structure. DNA samples derived from peripheral blood monocytes and in vitro differentiated dendritic cells were analyzed by methylated DNA Immunoprecipitation (MeDIP) or, for selected loci, bisulfite modification, followed by next generation sequencing. Regions of interest that emerged from the analysis included tandem or interspersed-tandem gene sequence repeats (PCDHG, FAM90A, HRNR, ECEL1P2), and genes with strong homology to other family members elsewhere in the genome (FZD1, FZD7 and FGF17). Our results raise the possibility that selected gene sequences with highly homologous copies may serve to facilitate, perhaps even provide a clock-like function for, developmental and age-related epigenome remodeling. If so, this would represent a fundamental feature of genome architecture in higher eukaryotic organisms.

INTRODUCTION

Aging is widely viewed as a complex process, distinct from development and characterized by accumulation of damaged molecules, cells and tissues, ultimately leading to malfunction and degeneration (1,2). Associated with old age is loss of the ability to maintain baseline tissue homeostasis and an increased risk for developing many diseases, including cancer, cardiovascular and neurodegenerative disorders (3,4). The aging phenotype varies among individuals, in part due to genetic factors, but also due to environmental influences and stochastic variation in epigenome structure (5,6).

Characterization of epigenome dysregulation with age is at a very early stage, and an even less explored area concerns the underlying role of epigenetic remodeling during post-natal development, despite numerous lines of evidence linking development and age-related variation, as well as age-related phenotypes (7–10). In mice, similarities have been reported between developmental and adult changes in DNA-methylation patterns (11). Furthermore, cumulative evidence links perinatal events to risk patterns for age-related diseases (12,13). Taken together with increasing focus on stem-cell integrity in the context of aging (14–17), such studies suggest that it will be worthwhile to investigate these links further, as well as to reexamine the widely accepted dichotomy between peri- and post-natal development versus aging.

DNA methylation, a major epigenetic mechanism in mammals, constitutes a post-replication modification at the 5'-position of cytosine, predominantly within CpG dinucleotides, that typically results in transcriptional repression of adjacent genes. DNA-methylation changes during early mammalian development, starting with
perturbations. To our knowledge, this is the first whole genome DNA-methylation study to provide gene locus-specific results from comparisons between different age groups.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Ethics**

All human materials used in this study were received under approval of the Institutional Review Board of the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD), or of the Clinical Center, National Institutes of Health (NIH).

**Human peripheral blood monocyte samples**

Cord blood samples were obtained from healthy term newborns. Adult peripheral blood or monocyte-enriched apheresis samples were obtained from healthy volunteers from the NIH Department of Transfusion Medicine. In each of two independent experiments, cord blood and adult blood samples were pooled. For the first experiment, cord blood monocytes were derived from a set of five male and four female newborns; for the second experiment, the pooled set consisted of three male and seven female newborns. The corresponding adult sets included three male and six female donors in the first experiment, versus six male and four female in the second. The age range for adult samples in these experiments was 21 to 73 years old.

**Cell purification and culture**

Cord blood and adult (monocyte-enriched apheresis or whole blood) samples were diluted 2- to 4-fold in Dulbecco’s PBS (DPBS) with 4% citrate dextrose solution (ACD). Samples were placed on a Ficoll-paque gradient (density 1.077) and centrifuged for 35 min at 900 g at room temperature. The interphase was transferred to a fresh tube, diluted to 40 ml using DPBS and centrifuged twice for 5 min at 200 g to reduce platelet contamination. Samples were resuspended in 20 ml of RPMI 1640, 10% fetal calf serum (FCS) and placed on a lower density Ficoll-paque gradient (20 min, 400 g). Interphase cells were collected and washed in DPBS followed by centrifugation for 8 min at 500 g. Pellets were resuspended in 20 ml PBE (PBS, 0.5% BSA, 2 mM EDTA) and centrifuged for 10 min at 500 g. Monocytes were further purified by subtractive magnetic cell sorting using a monocye isolation kit (Miltenyi, Auburn, CA) following the manufacturer’s protocol. Purified monocytes were washed in DPBS. To obtain DC, cells were plated in RPMI 1640, 10% FCS, 50 ng/ml GM-CSF, 20 ng/ml IL-4. Cultures were refed every other day and DC were harvested on Day 6. Purities of monocyte and DC preparations were assessed by flow cytometry (FACSCalibur;BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) with the following antibodies: anti-CD14 FITC, anti-biotin PE (Miltenyi); anti-HLA-DR and anti-CD86 (BD Biosciences).
Methylated DNA immunoprecipitation

Methylated DNA immunoprecipitation (MeDIP) was performed as previously described in (43). We used 3–5 μg of fragmented DNA for a standard MeDIP assay. We denatured the DNA for 10 min at 95°C and immunoprecipitated it for 2 h at 4°C with 10 μl monoclonal antibody against 5-methylcytidine (Eurogentec) in a final volume of 500 μl IP buffer [10 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.0), 40 mM NaCl, 0.05% Triton X-100]. We incubated the mixture with 30 μl of Dynabeads with M-280 sheep antibody to mouse IgG (Dynal Biotech) for 2 h at 4°C and washed it three times with 700 μl IP buffer. We then treated the beads with proteinase K for 3 h at 50°C and recovered the methylated DNA by phenol–chloroform extraction followed by ethanol precipitation.

Preparation and immunoprecipitation of formaldehyde-fixed chromatin

Purified monocytes or in vitro differentiated DCs were crosslinked with 1% formaldehyde solution. Nuclei were isolated and micrococcal nuclease (MN) digestion was carried out as described previously (44). The soluble chromatin fragments were diluted in ChIP buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 1% NP-40, 0.25% sodium deoxycholate, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 5 mM Na-butyrate, protein inhibitors) to a final SDS concentration 0.1% and were used for Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP). ChIP was performed as described in previous studies (44,45) using polyclonal anti-trimethylated H3K27 antibody (Millipore #07-449).

MeDIP and ChIP sequencing library preparation

Sequencing libraries were prepared following Illumina ChIP Sequencing protocol. The DNA was end-repaired and ligated with Illumina sequencing paired end adaptors as described previously (46). After ligation, the DNA was enriched by 18 cycles of PCR with primers complementary to the paired end adaptor sequences followed by agarose gel size selection and purification.

Targeted bisulﬁte sequencing

DNA samples were bisulﬁte converted by using EpiTect Bisulﬁte Kit (Qiagen). Primer pairs were designed using a custom interface with primer3. Candidate initial and nested primers for upper and lower strands of the bisulﬁte-converted DNA template overlapped no more than one CpG, at a position ≥10 bases from the primer 3'-end. Where an internal primer base aligned to a potential methylated CpG template cytidine, the base ‘C’ was designated in the primer, forcing either a C–T or C–C mismatch. Specificities and yields of the PCR reactions (initial followed by nested PCR) were analyzed by DHPLC (44) and real time PCR for 55 and 46 candidate primer sets targeted to CpGs within the ECEL1P2 and FZD1 regions, respectively. After final PCR products were combined based on primer validation and reaction yields, libraries were prepared as described above for next-generation sequencing. Reads were initially aligned using Bowtie (47) to bisulﬁte-converted template databases with duplicate entries containing either CG or TG at all CpG positions. Alignment parameters (seed length = 18, maximum mismatches within seed = 3, maximum total quality scores at all mismatched read positions = 200) were based on pre-analysis conﬁrming ≥6 CpGs/18 bp and ≥9 CpGs/36 bp read for all possible read positions within the regions of interest. In subsequent summation after string match alignment to score C/T read bases opposite ‘Y’ characters in a second template representation, positions were reported only for C+T calls ≥40. Mismatched internal primer bases returned either a G/Y or CC/YG string match, and so could be discarded. Mean (geometric) C+T call depths for the four data sets reported here were ≥750.

Illumina genome analyzer sequencing

Two lanes per sample of 36-bp single-ended sequencing were performed on the Illumina Genome Analyzer II according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The sequencing was done at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (Los Alamos, NM 87545) and at the NIH Intramural Sequencing Center (Rockville, MD 20852).

Quantitative real time PCR

Selected samples were reverse transcribed in reactions containing 300 ng total RNA [TaqMan Reverse transcription Reagents, Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA (ABI)]. RNA levels were assayed using a TaqMan Gene expression Assays (ABI) (FZD1: Hs00268943_s1, FZD7: Hs00275833_s1, TRIP6: Hs01547009_m1, FGF17: Hs00182599_m1) according to the manufacturer’s protocol and standardized against GAPDH levels (TaqMan Human GAPDH).

Genomics analysis

This study utilized the high-performance computational capabilities of the Helix Systems (http://helix.nih.gov) and the Biowulf Linux cluster (http://biowulf.nih.gov) at the NIH, Bethesda, MD. Bioinformatics applications blast, RepeatMasker (Smit, AFA, Hubley, R and Green, P. RepeatMasker Open-3.0.1996–2010 <http://www.repeatmasker.org>) and Bowtie (47) were applied as described in Results. Perl scripts and C programs for additional genomics analyses are provided in the Supplementary Materials or are available on request. Public Database Accession Number [Sequence Read Archive (SRA) division of GenBank]: SRP007666.1.

RESULTS

To investigate structural and dynamic features of the human methylome, we performed MeDIP-Seq. Two independent experiments each involved paired sets of pooled monocyte DNA samples from cord blood samples and from adult blood donors (21–73 years). Taken together, a total of 38 individuals contributed to generate four sample sets. We reasoned that pooling samples would minimize interference due to high inter-individual variability. Varying levels of variation can be caused by heavy CG promoter methylation and may be different in different samples. In addition, the presence of distinct DNA methylation signatures may be sample-dependent. To avoid high inter-individual variation, samples were pooled from different donors.
variation in local DNA-methylation patterns. In support of this strategy, a similar approach has been reported to yield the comparable results to those obtained from individual samples (48).

Genome-wide methylation analysis

To gain a graphic overview of the results, enrichment patterns were first analyzed at very low (2 Mb) resolution. MeDIP output from reads aligned to single copy (RepeatMasker-excluded) DNA were visualized by a heat map representation of the human chromosomes (Figure 1A, panels a and b). This depiction reveals a striking feature of the organization of the human genome. In many chromosomes, multi-megabase telomere-proximal regions are enriched relative to the input control, whereas under-representation is more common for the internal regions of the chromosome arms. Variation roughly along these lines was noted earlier in fluorescence-based chromosome imaging studies (49). Interestingly, a heat map plot of CG dinucleotide densities, corrected for the single copy (RepeatMasker-excluded) DNA content in 2-Mb windows, generates an almost identical pattern (Figure 1A, panel c). The most straightforward interpretation of these results is that fractional CpG methylation is nearly constant on a 2-Mb scale, so here MeDIP output largely reflects CpG content. Comparison of the two experimental heatmaps reveals only minimal large scale differences between the newborn and adult patterns (Supplementary Figure S1A).

Discrimination between non-methylated and methylated CpG dinucleotides is shown in Figure 1B. This shows over/under-representation versus input for single copy DNA-aligned reads, with positions plotted relative to sense-oriented transcription start sites for all genes. After adjusting for the CpG content of these regions (Supplementary Figure S1B), the estimate for fractional DNA methylation around transcription start sites is clearly low, consistent with the known undermethylation of CpG islands located within promoters (20).

Interspersed repetitive sequences in the genome such as Alus, LINEs, SINEs are generally methylated in normal

Figure 1. (A) (a and b) DNA-methylation levels on a whole genome scale. Sequence reads from precipitated MeDIP DNA were analyzed with a 2-Mb genomic window (1-Mb steps) and aligned to single copy (RepeatMasker-excluded) regions of the human genome, build 36.1. Red color shows >4-fold over-representation, and blue < 4-fold under-representation for MeDIP signals compared to input control DNA. (c) CG dinucleotide densities in single copy regions relative to genome average using same color scale. (B) Over- or under-representation of MeDIP sequence reads flanking transcription start sites (N = 28,939) after normalization for CpG content [values in (a) in Supplementary Figure 1B] x ave/CpG count ratio from (b) in Supplementary Figure 1B). Gray, newborn; black, adult; arrow shows gene orientation. (C) DNA-methylation levels of interspersed repetitive sequences (IRS). The graph represents estimated DNA-methylation levels from MeDIP-Seq for different families of IRS. Enrichment is compared to the control. Columns fully within gray area indicate depletion, i.e. apparent methylation levels lower than in control DNA (<1, x-axis). Numbers: see key on the right.
tissues (24), and can be hypomethylated in cancer cells (50,51). We examined the MeDIP enrichment or depletion relative to input for repetitive sequences grouped into 27 subsets (Figure 1C; shown are averages from the two independent experiments). Apparent DNA methylation levels vary for different subsets of repeated sequences, e.g. high in GA/CT-rich regions and in human satellite DNA, but no significant differences are evident between newborn and adults (it remains possible, of course, that locus-specific age-related differences may occur in such repeats).

Search parameters and variation in detection of methylation differences

Turning to the main focus of the analysis, we next compared MeDIP signals between newborn and adult samples using a sliding 2-kb genomic window. The number of regions sampled in this whole-genome scan is approximately 15 million (window position incremented by 200 bp), but the number of candidate loci for development- or age-related change was found to be strongly dependent on the search parameters selected. In Table 1
are results obtained with very strict parameters: (i) consistent ≥5-fold newborn to adult change in each experiment, and (ii) read values elevated in either newborn or adult by ≥6-fold relative to the 2-kb mean. Only two regions were returned from this search, which are listed in the table together with distances to nearby genes. Further details on these regions are described below.

Several strategies were adopted to maximize the number of loci detected while optimizing the signal-to-noise ratio. One option (see following) was to search for changes in MeDIP enrichment extending over larger regions. An alternative option was to include additional data sets. An independent library and sequencing results were available from in vitro-derived DC taken from the same pools of 10 newborns and 10 adults used in the second experiment. During in vitro differentiation, monocytes do not divide at a detectable level (unpublished results) (52,53), so it is unlikely that substantial changes in methylation patterns occur. We reasoned that inclusion of the DC data could be helpful specifically to minimize experimental error associated with library amplification and read sampling. This further provided three biological replicas, which were used to calculate the error bars shown in subsequent figures.

Figure 2 shows several analyses to assess agreement between experiments at 2-kb resolution. With respect to enrichment relative to the mean, the reproducibility with which specific subregions are identified clearly rises as the threshold is increased (Figure 2A). Plotting 173 K paired enrichment values in a binned heatmap format (Figure 2B) provides a measure of the degree of variation observed (correlation coefficient, r = 0.61). As anticipated, high scatter is encountered in calculated post-natal- or age-related change values; however, within a relatively narrow range of parameters, it is possible to detect small numbers of regions that exhibit a high likelihood for consistent change in methylation levels (Figure 2C and D; P < 0.0001 for both r = 0.66 and r = 0.79). A complementary approach to evaluate agreement between experiments is presented in Supplementary Figure S2.

Methylation differences extending over larger regions

Since epigenome domains are thought to extend in many instances over regions of 10 s of kilobases or more, we examined the sequencing data with the scanning window size varied incrementally ≥200 kb. What emerged from this approach, most strikingly at the 100-kb setting (Figure 3), was detection of a single region that encompasses members of the protocadherin G family (PCDHG). No PCDHG RNA signal could be detected in monocytes (unpublished results); however, PCDHG genes are expressed in the nervous system and encode for cell surface proteins, which play an important role in neuronal connectivity (54). This clustered family displays an unusual organization that is reminiscent of the immunoglobulin and T receptor loci, having multiple variable upstream exons spliced to a constant downstream exon (55,56).

We posited that the distinct structure of the PCDHG family cluster might reveal features that render certain genome regions susceptible to age-related epigenomic dysregulation. As seen in Figure 3, an increase in MeDIP enrichment with age spans a region containing PCDHG cluster variant coding exons. These coding exons contain numerous CpG islands and islets (overall content ~38%), and remain undermethylated in both newborn and adult samples. A blast search revealed that there are extensive subregion homologies in the PCDHG cluster, primarily embedded within the variant coding exons (Figure 3). Further examination demonstrated that the regions interspersed between the exons have transition level CpG densities, and that is these latter regions, positioned between or flanking the highly homologous coding exons, which show evidence of methylation changes with age.

Clustered gene families and genes associated with tandem arrays

Motivated by the characteristics of the PCDHG gene cluster, we sought a general means to delineate regions that are normally classified as ‘single copy,’ but in fact have a high degree of homology with one or more regions elsewhere in the human genome. A computationally intensive genome-wide blast cross-homology search was deemed impractical, so virtual ‘sequence reads,’ generated in a uniform tiling pattern across the genome, were aligned using the Bowtie application (47). Such ‘reads’ were retained if: (i) they aligned to more than one genome position (matched at 35/36 positions) and (ii) were devoid of repetitive sequences as classified by RepeatMasker. The subset of sequences so defined (Multiply-Alignable RepeatMasker EXcluded, MAReX) could then be used to annotate the human genome for further analyses. Supplementary Figure S3 compares blast cross-homology output to regions demarcated by the virtual read/Bowtie alignment strategy, showing that similar patterns are produced for the PCDHG gene cluster. At the level of homology required here, MAReX annotated regions comprise 2.7% of the human genome.

We next analyzed the experimental data using a 2-kb sliding window, but scoring only sequence reads that partially or completely overlap a MAReX domain. Two examples of the results obtained are described. First, Gene family with sequence similarity 90 (FAM90A) (Figure 4) appeared to decrease modestly in DNA

Table 1. Genes located within 50kb of age-related change regions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>ChrNo</th>
<th>Pos</th>
<th>Fold enrichment</th>
<th>Fold change (nb/ad)</th>
<th>Distance from TS (bp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECELP3</td>
<td>chr2</td>
<td>232924316</td>
<td>9.58</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>35284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPP</td>
<td>chr2</td>
<td>232951704</td>
<td>9.58</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>7896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECELP2</td>
<td>chr2</td>
<td>232959088</td>
<td>9.58</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPLP2</td>
<td>chr2</td>
<td>232979797</td>
<td>9.58</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>20197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLC12A4</td>
<td>chr7</td>
<td>100882924</td>
<td>6.62</td>
<td>9.33</td>
<td>12906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIP6</td>
<td>chr7</td>
<td>100302981</td>
<td>6.62</td>
<td>9.33</td>
<td>1781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARS2</td>
<td>chr7</td>
<td>100310671</td>
<td>6.62</td>
<td>9.33</td>
<td>9471</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Threshold criteria: ≥5-fold change and ≥6-fold enrichment in each of three data sets, where fold enrichment is the higher of the newborn(nb)-adult(ad) paired values. ChrNo, chromosome number; Pos, gene position (human genome build 36.1); TS, transcription start.
methyltransferase with age. This cluster of genes was created by multiple replication and rearrangement events (58), and contains a very high content of multiply-alignable domains within a 375-kb region on chromosome 8. While the magnitude of the decrease is small, the downward drift extends across two relatively large regions. A second interesting example is provided by the hornerin gene (HRNR) (Figure 5). HRNR encodes for a novel profilaggrin-like protein reported to be a differentiation-specific marker in mouse skin (59). In humans, it is expressed in psoriatic and regenerating skin after wounding (60), and it may be present at reduced levels in some cases of atopic dermatitis (61). Within the HRNR-coding region, a 4.4-kb region exhibited consistent increases in MeDIP signals with age in each of three data sets. This change region coincides with a set of tandem repeats that encode repeating HRNR protein domain units. The region of putative methylation instability is rich in CpG micro-clusters (see Figure 3 legend for definition), but less strikingly so in CpG islands or islets. Of note is that neither of the above examples would have been found if the analysis had been limited to uniquely aligned reads. Whether conventional—but lower copy and more complex—repeats, are likewise subject to change, and whether these can be effectively probed with longer or paired end reads, are interesting issues for future study.

Examples of gene specific age-related methylation differences

Returning to the seven genes in two regions listed in Table 1, MeDIP enrichment patterns were examined in further detail. On chromosome 7, a region exhibiting a ≥4-fold age-related decrease in each of three data sets is
located within the SLC12A9 gene, near (1800-bp upstream from) the TRIP6 transcription start (Figure 6 and Supplementary Figure S4A). This region is devoid of CpG islands, but does contain a single islet. The entire 40-kb region plotted is rich (37%) in CpG micro-clusters (versus 9% for the entire human genome), although these do not coincide noticeably with the change region.

The second region of age-related change in Table 1, ≥5-fold in each data set and 7-fold on average, encompasses a cluster of genes on chromosome 2 generated by multiple genome duplications (62,63). Endothelin converting enzyme-like 1 pseudogene 2 (ECEL1P2) is situated between two alkaline phosphatase genes, the placental (ALPP) and the placental-like 2 (ALPPL2). The latter has also been termed germ-line alkaline phosphatase (64). There is a 7-fold increase in methylation through development across a 3.8-kb region that covers the whole ECEL1P2 gene, including CpG island, islet and micro-clusters (Figure 7A and B). Plotted in this figure are MAReX domains, a subset of which coincides with the ECEL1P2 gene. Examination of Bowtie match patterns revealed, as expected, that the multiple alignments were due to ECEL1 homologs within the chromosome 2 cluster. Additionally plotted are monocyte histone H3–K27 ChIP-seq patterns, which show very substantial enrichment peaks aligned to the ECEL1 gene homologs, with a strong age-related decrease for ECEL1P2. The H3–K27 ChIP-seq data were derived from different individuals (two newborns versus two adults) than those used for MeDIP-seq.

Figure 3. DNA-methylation levels and structure of the PCDHG gene cluster. (a) Schematic diagram of multiple protocadherin gamma transcripts (human genome build 37.2), together with diagrams showing positions of blast homology domains, CpG micro-clusters, CpG islands and CpG islets within 200-kb PCDHG gene cluster region. CpG islands were calculated according to the original algorithm (57), whereas islets were defined as smaller domains: 200–300 bp versus ≥300 bp for standard islands. CpG micro-clusters were defined by reducing the window size in the standard CpG island algorithm to 50 bp, and requiring the cluster length to fall in the range of 50–200 bp (note that this allows overlap with CpG islets and islands, if the latter contain inhomogeneities at the 50-bp level). Blast search queries for 200-kb region, and corresponding blast database, consisted of 200-bp subregions overlapped by 100-bp steps; search threshold $1 \times 10^{-25}$. (b) MeDIP enrichment within the PCDHG gene cluster. Each dot represents relative enrichment (read number for specific region (50-kb window; 5-kb step) relative to average reads for given window size). Error bars for each dot calculated for values from three data sets. Black: newborn; gray: adult. (c) DNA-methylation fold change between newborn and adult sample. Each dot represents average change value for the corresponding position in (b).
To extend the detection of age-associated methylation alterations associated with nearby genes, we scanned the genome with search parameters set to \( \geq 6\)-fold MeDIP enrichment and \( \geq 2\)-fold age-related change in apparent methylation levels in all three data sets. This yielded six additional newborn/adult change regions encompassing 10 genes that have transcription start sites located within a distance of 10 kb (not shown). From this group, fibroblast growth factor 17 (\( \text{FGF17} \)) ranked just after the \( \text{ECEL1P2} \) region in terms of the average fold-change.

Downstream of the 3'0-end of \( \text{FGF17} \) at a distance of 930 bp, there is a 2.2-kb region in which DNA methylation is on average 5-fold higher in the adult samples compared to newborns (Figure 8 and Supplementary Figure S4B). This region contains a CpG islet and multiple CpG micro-clusters, and it also falls within a broad peak of H3–K27 enrichment centered on the \( \text{FGF17} \) gene.

Lastly, Frizzled homolog 1 (\( \text{FZD1} \)) (Figure 9 and Supplementary Figure S4C) and frizzled homolog 7 (\( \text{FZD7} \)) (Figure 10 and Supplementary Figure S4D) contained regions with 3- and 5-fold increases in apparent DNA methylation with age, respectively. Frizzled genes encode for transmembrane domain proteins that are receptors for Wnt-signaling proteins. Through the \( \text{WNT} \) [Wg (wingless) and Int] canonical pathway, Fzd products are implicated in cell fate determination, and through the non-canonical pathway they are linked to the early mammalian development (65,66). These regions in both cases include CpG island, islet and micro-cluster features, and striking H3–K27 enrichment peaks are again evident. MAREX domains, which occur within the FZD-coding regions, are due to stretches of high sequence homology shared by FZD1, FZD2 and FZD7.

While not the primary focus of this study, RNA measurements were done for several loci. As shown in Supplementary Figure S5A, \( \text{FZD1} \) RNA levels increase with age, whereas \( \text{FZD7} \) (Supplementary Figure S5B) and \( \text{TRIP6} \) RNA (Supplementary Figure S5C) levels exhibit no substantial differences between the two age groups. \( \text{FGF17} \) was found to be expressed at such low levels in the monocytes that RNA estimates were considered to be unreliable. Determination of \( \text{ECEL1P2} \) and \( \text{PCDHG} \) gene expression was not attempted, since high homologies between different members of these gene clusters render the development of transcript-specific assays difficult.

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{image.png}
\caption{DNA-methylation levels in the \( \text{FAM90A} \) gene family region. (a) \( \text{FAM90A} \) gene family structure represented along a region spanning 372.8 kb, including multiply-alignable (MAREX) domains, CpG Islands and CpG islets. (b) MeDIP enrichment across the \( \text{FAM90A} \) gene family. Values calculated from reads that partially or completely overlap MAREX-annotated genome domains. Data pairs shown only for regions where one or both values \( \geq 4\)-fold enriched. Black: newborn; gray: adult; red: \( \geq 1.5\)-fold age-related difference in each of three data sets. (c) Apparent fold change in DNA methylation between newborn and adult, values from (b). Red: \( \geq 1.5\)-fold age-related difference in each of three data sets.}
\end{figure}
Figure 5. DNA-methylation levels in hornerin (HRNR) gene region. (a) HRNR gene representation, with coding and non-coding exon regions shown in gray and black, respectively, aligned with CpG micro-clusters, tandem array (repeat elements in alternating gray and black), MAREX domains, region with age-related change in DNA-methylation levels, CpG islands and CpG islets. (b) MeDIP enrichment in HRNR region, with values derived (as conventionally done) from uniquely alignable reads. Gray: adult; black: newborn. Data pairs shown only for regions where one or both values ≥2-fold enriched. Error bars in this and subsequent figures represent three MeDIP data sets. (c) MeDIP enrichment in HRNR region, with values calculated exclusively from reads that partially or completely overlap MAREX-annotated genome domains. Domains with consistent ≥2-fold enrichment and ≥1.5-fold age-related difference in each of three consecutive MeDIP data sets: black: newborn; dark gray: adult. Light gray, domains where one or both values ≥2-fold enriched.

Figure 6. DNA-methylation levels in the SLC12A9-TRIP6-ARS2 gene region. (a) SLC12A9, TRIP6 and ARS2 gene structures aligned with CpG micro-clusters, MAREX domains, DNA-methylation age-related change region, CpG islands and CpG islets. (b) SLC12A9-TRIP6-ARS2 region MeDIP enrichment. Black: newborn; gray: adult. Data pairs shown only for regions where one or both values ≥2-fold enriched (note: Figures 7A and 8 through 10 show both MeDIP and H3K27me3 ChIP data; the latter are omitted in this figure because all values were below the minimal enrichment threshold).
varied widely, so products were normalized before being combined and subjected to next-generation sequencing. As shown in Figure 11, bisulfite analysis confirmed both the ECEL1P2 and FZD1 region MeDIP-Seq results. In the case of ECEL1P2, the percentage of methylated CpGs increased from 19% to 92% ($P < 0.0001$, t-test for mean difference). Strikingly, the percentage of CpG positions measured to have >90% methylation rose from 5% to 77% ($P < 10^{-40}$, Fisher’s exact test). For the FZD1 gene, bisulfite analysis revealed a transition at about position 1000, so calculations were based on the downstream subregion, which presumably was the primary

---

Figure 7. DNA-methylation levels of the ECEL1–ALP reduplicated region. (A) (a) Schematic diagrams. ECEL1 and ALP gene family structures, with corresponding CpG micro-clusters, MAREX-annotated domains, age-related change region, CpG islands and CpG islets. (b and c) MeDIP and H3K27 trimethylation levels across the ECEL1–ALP region. Black: newborn; gray: adult. Data pairs shown only for regions where one or both values ≥2-fold enriched. (B) ECEL1–ALP subregion centered on area of change (black rectangle). Points plotted in black (newborn) or dark gray (adult) represent regions with ≥6-fold enrichment relative to mean, and ≥2-fold age-related change in the three data sets examined. Remaining data pairs plotted in light gray (newborn and adult) represent regions where one or both values enriched by ≥2-fold.
Figure 8. DNA-methylation levels in the *FGF17* gene region. (a) Schematic diagrams. *NPM2*, *FGF17* and *EPB49* gene structures, together with corresponding CpG micro-clusters, MAREX domains, age-related change region, CpG islands and CpG islets. (b and c) MeDIP and H3K27 trimethylation levels across the *FGF17* region. Black: newborn; gray: adult. Data pairs shown only for regions where one or both values ≥2-fold enriched.

Figure 9. DNA-methylation levels in the *FZD1* gene region. (a) Schematic diagrams. *FZD1* gene structure and corresponding CpG micro-clusters, MAREX domains, age-related MeDIP change region, CpG islands and CpG islets. (b and c) MeDIP and H3K27 trimethylation levels across the *FZD1* region. Black: newborn; gray: adult. Data pairs shown only for regions where one or both values ≥2-fold enriched.
determinant for MeDIP enrichment. Here, the percentage of methylated CpGs increased from 69% to 93% ($P < 0.0001$, $t$-test for mean difference), while the percentage of CpG positions with >90% methylation rose from 30% to 77% ($P < 2 \times 10^{-7}$, Fisher’s exact test). These results compare to calculated MeDIP change values from the first experiment of 7-fold and 2.6-fold for the ECEL1P2 and FZD1 genes, respectively.

**DISCUSSION**

In the present study we examined, for the first time on a whole genome scale, age-related differences in human DNA-methylation patterns in cells from newborns and adults. MeDIP followed by next generation sequencing permits the study of DNA methylation without bias towards gene promoters, CpG islands, or other specific regions. This approach was coupled with an experimental design in which pairs of pooled chromatin samples, each derived from 9 or 10 individuals, were derived from cord blood or adult peripheral blood cells. Monocytes were the primary focus of the study, since these cells retain the capacity to differentiate into several different lineages, including DC. In analyzing our data, the primary goal was to identify DNA-methylation domains that undergo age-related epigenome remodeling at sufficient frequencies to emerge from a background of experimental noise and stochastic inter-individual fluctuation (67–72).

Despite the number of samples collected (the data were derived in total from 38 individuals), and that two independent experiments were done, we cannot exclude that factors other than age might have contributed to differences observed. Nevertheless, the findings provide a basis for proposing that a specific class of genome domains is predisposed to progressive post-natal DNA methylation. Once identified, such domains should enable more detailed studies to define how metastable epigenome states may contribute to developmental- and age-related disease.

Several analyses were done to assess MeDIP in this study. Heatmap views at 2-Mb resolution, aligned transcription start sites, and enrichment of interspersed repetitive sequences, all confirmed reproducibility for global and low resolution patterns. At smaller scales, our data support emergence of reproducible signals for developmental- or age-related methylome change primarily for regions that reach high local levels of CpG methylation. Using Bisulfite-Seq, we validated such levels directly for two representative 2-kb regions. These results revealed that transitional, heterogeneous methylation patterns can be present already in newborns. Further experiments will be required to evaluate detailed CpG methylation patterns in individuals, as opposed to pooled samples; however, prior to individual studies, a strategy should be determined, i.e. whether it is adequate to assay single (or small numbers of arbitrarily selected) CpG positions, or instead larger regions should be evaluated, as has been done here.
A striking finding to emerge from scanning the human methylome at a resolution of 100 kb is that the greater part of the protocadherin G (PCDHG) gene cluster is subject to age-related change. PCDHG genes are abundantly expressed in the central nervous system during embryonic development and adulthood (55,73,74), and play a pivotal role in the establishment of specific neuronal connectivity and synapse formation (54–56,74). The unusual genomic organization of this gene cluster is thought to give rise to significant molecular diversity in expression patterns (55,56). Interestingly, the PCDHG cluster is silenced by long-range epigenetic modifications in Wilm’s tumor (75). This provides indirect support to our results, since there is evidence that genes silenced in cancer cells in some instances exhibit a tendency to increased methylation during aging (17,29,31,32,76–78). DNA methylation of another member of PCDH gene family, PCDH10, has been demonstrated to change with post-natal development in mice (29).

In further analysis of the PCDHG gene cluster, we used blast to quantify cross-homologies between variant exons, and to relate these in turn to DNA-methylation patterns. Here it was observed that lower homology regions interspersed between the CpG island-rich exons contribute preferentially to the extended region of age-related change. Nevertheless, considerable evidence exists in the literature that tandemly repeated sequence arrays are prone to progressive DNA methylation and silencing (79–83). An obvious question was whether numerous genome regions might exist where interspersed-tandem arrays of complex ‘single copy’ sequences are predisposed to age-related methylation. This led us to implement a bioinformatic strategy for annotating ‘non-repetitive’ short sequence regions that have one or more near perfect copies elsewhere in the genome, i.e. are multiply-alignable and RepeatMasker excluded (MAReX). Restricting searches to such annotated domains yielded gene regions characterized by multiple duplication and rearrangement events (e.g. FAM90A), as well as genes with internal tandem repeating domains (e.g. HRNR) that would normally have eluded detection.

Strongly supportive of this idea that selected tandemly arrayed gene clusters can be subject to developmental or age-related DNA methylation are results relating to the ECEL1P2 pseudogene, where we observed a remarkable 7-fold age-related increase in MeDIP enrichment, validated by Bisulfite-Seq analysis. The 150 Kb region encompassing this pseudogene, as well as ECEL1 and alkaline phosphatase gene family copies, has undergone duplication and partial triplication.
events within the human genome (63). As expected, numerous MAReX annotated domains fall within and between these genes. We note further the strong peaks of H3–K27 enrichment corresponding to the set of ECEL1-related genes. Apparent DNA-methylation levels do not change in ECEL1 and the other ECEL1-related copies, so it seems that a particular combination of CpG micro-cluster density, H3–K27 modification, and other variables not yet identified may be necessary for such age-related epigenome remodeling to occur.

Of particular interest for future study are several genes identified using optimized search parameters, namely FGF17, FZD1 and FZD7, for which there are well-established links to differentiation and developmental programs (65,66,84–89). The FZD1 and FZD7 transcripts are unspliced, so these might be considered processed genes that remain functional. In common with ECEL1P2, both FZD genes contain multiply-alignable (MAReX) domains, a consequence of highly homologous regions shared by FZD1, FZD2 and FZD7. FGF17 lacks MAReX domains by the criteria set here, but shares regions with FGF8 and FGF18, which are nearly as homologous as those shared between the FZD1/FZD2/FZD7 set. Change regions for FZD1 and FZD7 fall within transcription units, whereas the corresponding region for FGF17 is located <1 kb from the 3′-end of the gene. Finally, like ECEL1P2, and the PCDHG variable exon region (unpublished data), FGF17, FZD1 and FZD7 are all associated with strong peaks of H3–K27 enrichment.

QPCR analysis revealed an increase in FZD1 expression in adult individuals relative to newborns (2.7-fold; \( P < 10^{-5} \)), whereas no significant differences in FZD7 RNA levels were observed (Supplementary Figure S5A and S5B). For FZD1, the direction of expression change is inversely proportional to the H3K27me3 marks, consistent with the generally repressive function of such marks. Conversely, FZD1 expression parallels the direction of DNA-methylation change. The latter result is unexplained, but we note that the CpG island located at the 5′-end of the gene remains unmethylated. Elevated DNA methylation in the gene bodies of expressed genes has been reported, and may play a role in transcription or alternative splicing linked to early stages of cell lineage formation (21–23,26). Bisulfite-Seq analysis confirmed a roughly 1-kb region with high methyl-CpG density within the FZD1 gene body in adults, and it is conceivable that such densities can displace proteins associated with repressive H3K27me3 marks.

Finally, we would like to address intriguing commonalities between the regions reported here to exhibit increasing post-natal DNA methylation. In addition to the expected combinations of CpG islands, islets and micro-clusters, all encompass, or closely flank, domains for which highly homologous copies exist elsewhere in the human genome, and all are associated with H3–K27 enrichment. As already noted, tandemly arrayed transgenes are subject to H3–K27 and DNA methylation (79–83). Yet most tandemly arrayed genes may be silenced too rapidly to exhibit post-natal developmental change (90), whereas small, interspersed or more distant homology regions may interact with appropriate kinetics. Given this background, we postulate that the latter feature will be observed frequently as more details emerge concerning age-related epigenome dynamics. Other investigators have postulated that gene function diversification can explain the high observed content of multi-copy gene families (including conserved pseudogenes), as well as complex reduplicated regions in mammalian genomes (91–95). Our results suggest that such highly homologous multi-copy regions may provide a mechanistic basis for developmental and age-related epigenome remodeling. If so, this fundamental feature of genome architecture in higher eukaryotic organisms merits much more extensive study.
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